SHOPFITTING SOLUTIONS
The shopfitting industry is a major segment within
the building industry. Shopfitters are involved in
the fit-out of clubs, cafes, restaurants, offices and
major shopping centres.
Gen-Eco have supplied material for many of the
projects mentioned above.
Here are a few examples…..
Installation of curved Ecolite beams—Brisbane Lions @ Springwood

Before and after photos of Gen-Eco
Bendy Ply used in the construction of
food court seating at Westfield
Shopping Centre—Chermside
Shopfitter—Unita
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Before & After
Creative image of Breeze Block wall on Foamboard.
As the wall behind was solid, there was no need to
install actual breeze blocks. The solution was to use
our Creative Imagery process on Foamboard.

Project—Burrito Bar—Kawana QLD
Installed by Farrago Interiors
Designer—BB Retail Design

Project—Kivahan Coffee, Coorparoo
Whilst solid timber planks were used
on the counter front, the shopfitter
knew it would be too expensive to use
them on the bulkhead. After scanning
the original timber planks the image
was applied to 12mm MDF panels.
A lightweight solution reducing cost
and installation time.
Shopfitter—Building in Green
Designer—BB Retail Design
Project—Kiaan Health, Coomera QLD
The brief was to provide chunky 75mm beams
that would match the flooring. The solution was
to scan the floor boards and use the image on
our Ecolite Balsa core beams.
A lightweight solution saving costs and providing
the design brief required by the client.
Shopfitter—Woodland Shopfitting
Project—Coco Bliss, North Lakes
The brief was to use the corporate graphic of the
client (Coco Bliss) as a tiled wall. The solution was
to cut FC panels into 300 x 300mm tiles and apply
the graphic image direct onto the surface of the
FC. The tiles were then UV coated and tiles just
like any normal ceramic tile.
A unique custom solution.
Shopfitter—Fix It Up
Project—Camera Pro, Newstead
The designer had the idea to shape the ceiling
beams to replicate the iris of a camera lens.
Ecolite lightweight Balsa core beams were the
solution.
Shopfitter—HiViz Projects

